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Word Power let’s us create sentences using these Core Words paired with easy 
to access noun and grammatical categories, such as food items, clothing, 
people, actions and describing words.  It even cues us by automatically “linking” 
to the most logical next page.  TRY IT!  Touch “eat” and see what happens next!

Home Page and Find A Word

The Home Page has 
both single core 
words and links to 
groups of words.

Core Words

Links to groups of words

Find a Word! 
Not sure where your word is located?  No problem!  Select the ABC 123 
Button. Select “Find a Word” in the top right corner. Type the word you 
are looking for. Touch “find.” You will see all of the “pathways” to the 
word.  If you pick a row of buttons, Word Power will walk you through 
finding the word!

WHAT ARE CORE WORDS? Core words are the most frequently used words 
in our language. They make up 80% of everything we say every day! If you can say 
these, you can say a LOT!  That’s why we teach them!

Click the yellow house in the 
bottom left corner of most 
pages to head back to the 
Home Page!



Social Messages

The Social Page has ways to GREET 
someone or say goodbye.  Talk 
about how you FEEL, what you 
NEED or make a comment, 
“GREAT!”

You can choose “PERSONAL” & 
QUESTIONS to ask a question, 
share information about 
yourself or find out about a 
new friend.

Greetings & 
Feelings

Comments & 
Responses

yes and no

Yes and No



WORD LISTPAGESGROUPS of Words

GROUPS are pages FULL of categories of 
words:  Foods, Clothing, Animals, Money, 
Shapes and many, many more!

Groups Page

Food Category  Page

Meals 
Subcategory 
Page



Lots of Goodies!

Automatic Page Navigation

When you see a little              arrow in the top right corner of a button, 
this button will take you to a page with the most likely next word in the 
sentence, such as “eat”à food items.  It can also take you to a Group 
Page, such as “People” à family names.

A circular button will take you to a page (or just add a few appropriate 
buttons nearby) but only for a “visit.” Once you select a word, it will 
bounce you right back to the page where you started.  These are great 
for quick answers!  Try it!  Select “go.”  Notice the buttons “away” and 
“for a walk” appear, but only until you select something!

Play a Video, show a photo, tell a story!

There on the GROUPS page you will find links to a photo album, 
videos, Hey Siri & Alexa, and Sorices & Scripts!  

Your Alexa and Siri commands are 
already loaded!  You can check the 
weather, play a song and listen to a 
joke!

You can link  to a YouTube video, or
show one from your library. 



Credits
TouchChat HD with Word Power is an AAC application 
for iOS. There is a matching Windows application, 
Chat Editor, available from Saltillo which also is 
available on the NovaChat speech generating 
devices. 
Free Download: 
https://saltillo.com/support/download_category/all-
downloads-13
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